Hey Andrew,

Here are three links I found that are basically tutorials about each tool. If you or Ron could review them maybe we could put the links on the website? They mention some of the things I have been telling the students for years. I'll send others as I find them.

Thanks!

1. Drill Press

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ywiGFqoPSA

Drill Press Introduction: Tutorial for Beginners!

Meet the (Drill) Press - some tips for beginners! (we think we're punny...) Drill Presses are one of the easiest large power tools for beginners to get a handle on - so today we're walking through all of the parts, settings, and tips you need to get started

www.youtube.com

2. Disc/Belt Sander

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JlhQrGN3Nc

Disc and Belt Sander Demo

Disc and Belt Sander Demo

www.youtube.com
3. Table Saw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNKqNFnWQPs

**Five Minute Guide: How to Use a Tablesaw**


www.youtube.com
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